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ABSTRACT

This short paper presents information into technology that has been used to 



move between two parallel universes.  Described here are the possible 
technology characteristics of glowing orbs or balls of light, which have been 
photographed and filmed, all over the world and often near crop circles.  By 
utilizing the blinking frequency of our universe, it is possible to move between 
universes.  These orbs have been reported as glowing and/or pulsing and some 
appear to be 12 to 14 inches in diameter.  The only unknown at present, is the 
exact value for the blinking frequency of our universe - the Lighthouse 
Frequency.  Each reader must comprehend that our universe is blinking off and 
on, approximately 1 trillion times every second.
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INTRODUCTION

Glowing orbs have been reported near crop circles and near Space Shuttle 
landing events.  Many of these glowing orbs are reported as “UFOs”

Some pictures:



Recent pictures near crop circles:

http://www.colinandrews.net/Orb-UFO-BEAMS-CheesefootHead.html

Video clips may be found in the references.

Note that many such videos can be found on the internet under the generic 
description  of “UFOs”.  However, a better term might be PUO – Parallel 
Universe Object.

Proposed in this paper is the fact these objects prove the existence of Parallel 
Universes.  So how does the technology work?

 

http://www.colinandrews.net/Orb-UFO-BEAMS-CheesefootHead.html


Figure 1.  Helicopter (or vehicle that can hover) with glass ball/camera system. 
The glass ball is vibrated at the blinking frequency of the universe and charged 
electrically to place it into a parallel universe.

THE FOLLOWING IS PROPOSED:

WHAT THEY SEE in their universe is a helicopter (or vehicle that can hover) with 
a glass ball suspended beneath.  The glass ball may have an ultra-thin metallic 
coating, such as copper (for conductivity) and contains inside a 360 degree 
camera with an external electric charging system to place an electric field on the 
glass surface.  Their “helicopter” then moves in their relative space to move the 
glass ball in our relative space/universe.  The internal camera gives them a view 
into our universe.  The electrical charge system has very precise control of the 
volts and amps needed to access and maintain stability in our universe. 

WHAT WE SEE in our universe is a glowing ball or orb that appears to float and 



move around as though by intelligent control.

CHARACTERISTICS

The distinguishing features of such objects (PUOs) are:

1) They often “fade in” at the start and “fade out” at the end of the event.
2) They tend to be much brighter as objects versus typical UFOs.
3) Some of these may be involved with the crop circle phenomenon.

The “fade in” can be attributed to adjusting the voltage and amps in their universe 
to obtain the precise Joules (Volt*Amp*sec) which separate the two universes. 
See reference [4] for more details on this.

The “fade out” can be explained by their electrical source/battery system running 
low on energy.

Remember that Einstein told us that all matter is really energy. 

 E = mc2

Energy can also be expressed as:

E = Volts*Amp*sec

The mass of the glass ball does not significantly change during the event (volts 
or Electrical Mass in the Electrical Universe are proportional to the mass of an 
object in our physical universe), however the Electrical Frequency of an object 
does change (Amp*sec), and this allows a calculation of the “distance” between 
the universes.  The “distance” is proportional to the (Amp*sec) or Electrical 
Frequency that separates the two universes.  There is no real distance (in 
meters) between us and them.  The energy required to transit between the two 
universes is: [4]

Energy = Joules = Volts * (Amp*sec)



Volts = x*mass

where x is a unique constant for an object (the glass ball).

In our terms, the “Distance” or Range is proportional to (Amp*sec) in the 
Electrical Universe:

 D’ = Electrical Frequency = (Amp*sec)

Precise control of the current and voltage is necessary for stability of the object in 
the target universe.  Keep in mind these probable or parallel universes “overlay” 
each other – there is no real distance between us and them.  The “distance” is 
measured in electrical charge.[6]  

It should not go without notice that these electric charges are very large and 
would definitely be lethal if direct contact was made with a person or helicopter in 
our universe.  If anyone should encounter a glowing orb near the ground or close 
to you – DO NOT make direct contact.  Keep in mind they are filming you and 
just want to better understand our universe – so smile, wave, or hold up a friendly 
sign!  They do not mean harm to anyone – they are just tourists taking pictures.

Watch the video links, and see if you agree?



Figure 2.  Typical hyfrecator-like device.  The electrical charge must 
simultaneously produce the Lighthouse Frequency (or harmonic) and a precise 
current & voltage that will place the target object into a probable universe.  The 
Lighthouse Frequency combined with a large electrical charge shifts the object 
into the target probable universe.  The current and voltage must be precisely 
maintained to “hold” the glass ball in the other universe.  A hyfrecator unit has the 
ability to adjust frequencies and deposit an electrical charge simultaneously. 
There are also industrial welding machines with high-frequency units, which 
could be modified for this type of application.

WHAT IS THE LIGHTHOUSE FREQUENCY?

All physical universes blink off and on at a very high frequency. [1], [2]

Everything in the universe has a natural, resonant frequency - including the 
universe itself.  That frequency might be approximately 1 THz (1 trillion cycles 
per second) and could be utilized as a carrier wave.



This can be called a vibration, a blinking, or a frequency, but perhaps a better 
explanation, in our terms  - the entire physical universe is newly constructed and 
then collapses to a single point at approximately 1 trillion times each second, IN 
OUR TERMS (this must be emphasized).  At the moment of collapse, there is no 
distance between galaxies - instant communication and instant travel are 
possible.  In larger terms, all of time is simultaneous, and there is no blinking.

This resonant frequency is called the "Lighthouse Frequency."  It is basically the 
natural resonant frequency of our universe.

By applying a precise electric charge to an object or vehicle (such as a 
spacecraft) while vibrating the external metal skin at the Resonant Frequency of 
the universe - a vehicle can instantly jump thru time or space. The precise volts, 
amps, and phase angle determine where in spacetime the vehicle jumps.  This 
implies then, the difference between 2 points in SPACE is defined by electric 
charge, not distance, and the difference between 2 points in TIME is also defined 
by electric charge, not seconds or years.

This idea can be compared to using a strobe light on a rotating fan to "stop" the 
blades.  From the perspective of the strobe, the fan is not moving and it is 
possible to "jump" between the blades.  The jump, in our terms, is caused by a 
simple electric charge.  

When applying and maintaining a constant voltage, current, and phase angle 
while simultaneously vibrating an object at the Lighthouse Frequency, this will 
cause a target object to “jump” into a probable or parallel universe, in our terms.

This document is a living document.  The author reserves the right to make 
corrections and changes.
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REFERENCE VIDEOS

Videos claiming to show these orbs can be found here:

a)  Amazing UFO orb Footage over Crop Circle
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dJYdPr6wBD0

b)  The 1994 UFO helicopter pursuit Alton Barnes, Wiltshire UK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6g7AZbeg-A

c)  Ufo or Lightball over Cropcircle Cley Hill
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avvhwCxKrNc

d)  Jaime Maussan and stunning NASA UFO's videos 3-3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUzhu0jBLOA

e)  UFO Glowing Orange Orbs Arizona September 2012
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Atk_FRbi7ZA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Atk_FRbi7ZA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUzhu0jBLOA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avvhwCxKrNc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6g7AZbeg-A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dJYdPr6wBD0


f)  Glowing Orbs Over Nottingham, England On Jan 17, 2013
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnB5My55aRk

g)  UFO ORANGE ORBS CORK IRELAND HD
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gyqzk8eAmJk

h)  SEPT-23-2012 UFO ORB CAUGHT ON VIDEOTAPE OVER SAN 
ANTONIO,TEXAS
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTUZgbugwKg

i)  GLOWING UFO 27th April 2012 ISS
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mfp9ZIOjr7s

j)  “Fox News & NASA Discuss Glowing Orbs of Light Holding Up Space Shuttle 
On National TV,” 14 October 2011.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOZOWHCYsS4

k)  “kingufokid drjack UFO orbs crop circles england,” 17 Nov 2008.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4W-AfUhvoFI

l)  ufo forming crop circle best video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=9SJvVW8s_Oc&list=PL02CFD606AD4E43CB

m)  UFO on CAM Making CROP CIRCLES
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-pIgETe2pkU&list=PL02CFD606AD4E43CB

n)  Very Strange Lights in the Sky
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OerNSP1Dtew

We can summarize that this is a global phenomenon and has been occurring for 
more than 20 years.
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APPENDIX

Noted for future researchers:  

(j)  “Fox News & NASA Discuss Glowing Orbs of Light Holding Up Space Shuttle 
On National TV,” 14 October 2011.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOZOWHCYsS4

A few months ago, this video clip was available to the public for all to view.
The link shown as (j) to a Fox News clip, now has the following result:

 This video is private. 
 If the owner of this video has granted you access, please log in.

For some reason, the video clip is no longer available to the public, even while 
millions of Fox News clips dating more than 10 years old are readily available. 
Some may find this odd given that a search for “Fox News” currently gives more 
than 19 million results on youtube.com

Wayne Hale, NASA Space Shuttle Program Manager was interviewed as part of 
the segment.  He explains that a review of the situation determined that the orbs 
“did not pose a hazard” to the Space Shuttle landing.  NASA was clearly aware of 
the glowing orbs.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOZOWHCYsS4


It is curious this particular video has been removed, while numerous other clips 
from Fox News remain online and available.


